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Can you please give me advice on my College Essay? The first time I went was a few years back. Ready to
take it all in, I went with my family. There is a group, right in the middle of Times Square that gathers every
year on April 24th. It was a rally, in the middle of the busiest place imaginable. Hundreds of people were there
for the cause, and hundreds more stopped by to see what all the commotion was about. You could see the
uniform colors of red, blue and orange on each of the believers and the flags of hatred on the other side.
Everyone was angered and most were in mourning, because today was the anniversary of the Armenian
genocide. I am an Armenian. My parents were both born in Armenia, and sometimes I wish I was too. I went
to an Armenian elementary school and learned about the Armenian history. My great grandma was two years
old and every one in her family was killed except for her two sisters one was three years old and the other was
a teenager around fourteen years old. During the massacre she grabbed the two babies and fled to the Georgian
Republic where she raised my great grandmother. My Grandfathers father was born and raised in
Constantinople. At the time he was a lawyer. One of his friends was a Turk, and knew forehand about the
planned massacre. He saved my great grandfather and his wife by hiding them at his home until it was safe for
them to leave the country. Later on they fled to Syria and stayed there for a while. During this annihilation he
witnessed so much wrong that he went back to Constantinople to fight against Turkey. My great grandfather
was on the Turkish governments wanted dead or alive list. They captured then hanged or decapitated his
friends in a public square. Eventually he went to Greece and lived there, and my grandfather was born. I knew
about the genocide, but I never quite grasped the actual impact of it. There he worked as a college professor.
Every year, the rally goes on in memory of the two million lives lost during the widespread massacre, and
every year the Turkish protesters come also with their flags and claim all of this as untrue. Article of the
Turkish law states that denigrating turkey can get you a jail sentence for four years or more. So you cannot
talk about the Armenian genocide there. This demonstration opened me up to the harsh reality of life and how
millions can be lost in seconds. Sixty percent of the Armenian land was taken by Turkey. The Armenian
genocide took place over ninety two years ago and the Turkish government is still denying that the genocide
took place. Being there and soaking in all the usual sounds of Manhattan with the extra hundred Armenians
and Turkish anger all around really changed me. I have become more patriotic and oppose crime and injustice
against humanity.
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Hybrid Essay Making a blog this semester in college was a first for me. It really taught me to go through a
certain process in order to successfully create a piece of writing electronically. I learned that it is much more
comprehendible when there are photos, videos, or other sources involved. The blog was made in order to
inform others about a specific topic interesting to the writer. The blog contained photos, articles, and videos to
prove its point by other sources. The posts of the blog tie in with each other so they can create a unique type of
story for the viewers. This allows them to understand the topic easier. Since this was a cultural blog, it was
important for me to provide enough information without being too prideful. Throughout the middle of my blog
process, I set up a poll to know what my viewers knew about my topic. After the poll was complete, I made a
new discovery. Without the poll, I thought that most of my viewers knew something about my topic or heard
about the topic, but I was completely wrong. I began to post more often now that I knew who my audience
really was. Most of my posts had to do with the significance and uniqueness of the topic except for three of
them. I thought that these posts might start an argument because of the rude articles I found supporting it. The
articles were criticizing many aspects of the topic and it could have produced an argument with any of my
audience. What is so significant about my topic is that it informs my followers what my culture is about and
what goes into each traditional event. The most important part of this process and the blog is that I have to
love my topic and I have to think that my topic is significant before I am able to share it with others. Many
photos and videos were uploaded along with my posts to make the blog more enjoyable and entertaining.
Another reason why my topic was so significant was that as I researched before I posted, I was able to learn
more myself. There was a lot more that I wanted to further explore on my topic. I wanted discuss more about
food and music. Although I had the chance, I focused more on the traditions, styles of dance, and history.
There are over a hundred types of Armenian food that I could have touched up on but did otherwise. There are
many famous Armenian singers who had sold out concerts at the staples center and have sold thousands of
albums. These artists are worthy of talking about and there is a lot of information I could have provided about
famous Armenian singers. If I had done so, it could have interested others to listen to Armenian music and try
some Armenian food. I was able to learn a lot from this experience with Project Media. It was interesting
using HTML to post different links. Writing electronically can be beneficial because everyone around the
world can see your work. You can use media to add to your pieces of writing. Photos and videos are able to
tell a story without any words included. What I loved about Project Media was that we were able to upload
photos and videos along with our writing in order to paint a better understanding for the viewers. It is much
better when there is a picture or article explaining the writing included. Even if your topic has nothing to do
with you, people can tell what kind of person you are just by your posts. They can even tell how passionate
you are about your topic and how it has affect in your life. My inspiration for choosing this specific topic was
a quote by William Saroyan. Throughout my life I have heard this quote about a hundred times and it really
meant something to me each time I read or heard it. I knew that I could have written a story based off of this
quote, a story with pictures, videos, and more. This blog was what created that story. The Armenian and The
Armenian by William Saroyan "I should like to see any power of the world destroy this race, this small tribe
of unimportant people, whose wars have all been fought and lost, whose structures have crumbled,.
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Essay writing tips Apples, cherries, mazzards sweet cherries , and pears are cultivated in the colder climate,
and walnuts, hazelnuts, almonds, pomegranates, and figs are also produced in this area. Moreover, many
private galleries are in operation, with many more opening every year, featuring rotating exhibitions and sales.
Armenians have a rich history of oral and written literature. A new Armenian style of bright colors emerged in
painting. Likewise, objects such as the zurna, a wind instrument, and the wedding tree, a rod or a sword
decorated with ribbons, fruit, and frankincense, stand as symbols of feast and festival to celebrate the joy of
the newlywed couple. Although the old age security system or pension is still in place, the amount of funding
designated as monthly payment is not sufficient to maintain a subsistence living. The conference proceedings
are edited by Richard G. This period was ended by the Seljuk invasion. Gradually, an autonomous army and
defense system are being developed. And in total there are about 8 million throughout the world. Armenian
cuisine is as ancient as the history of Armenia, a combination of different tastes and aromas. The Armenians
and their plateau have been subject to various invasions. Apricots Prunus armeniaca, also known as Armenian
Plum have been grown in Armenia for centuries and have a reputation for having an especially good flavor.
The disastrous earthquake in Armenia on 7 December added to the existing refugee and economic problems.
Farm products provide raw materials for many industries. They fought the Roman legions and the Sassanid
Persians, and in most cases lost. Khorenatsi managed to preserve the precious specimens of oral national
poetry in his works. In short, the historical approach taken seems to imply that Armenian identity, history, and
culture are stuck in the past. The seventh day after death, the fortieth day, and annual remembrance are the
accepted way of respecting the dead. The republic of Armenia is a democratic constitutional state. In , seized
the opportunity of World War I to physically remove the Armenian population. The post independence period
has also witnessed a rise in awareness in the media of organized crime and sex service rings. The introduction
of a private health sector has been discussed. Armenians now constitute about three-fourths of the population
of Nagorno-Karabakh; since there have been violent interethnic disputes and sporadic warfare between
Armenians and Azerbaijanis in and around the enclave. Armenian crafts couple elegant utility and delightful
whimsy in textiles, ceramics, metal and woodworking. Gegard Ara Guler, Istanbul One of the more important
of the distinctive regions of Armenia is the Ararat Plain and its surrounding foothills and mountains. The
genocide led to the death of the great majority of the Armenian writers of the time. When I got home, I
explored the internet to learn more. Armenian rock has made its input to the rock culture. There are many
theatres, museums and monuments in Yerevan. Many prehistoric sites have been unearthed in and around
Armenia, showing the existence of civilizations with advanced notions in agriculture, metallurgy, and
industrial production, with diverse standardized manufacturing processes and pottery. By the 5th century the
typical cupola cone in the center had become widely used. For example, a community has existed for over a
millennium in the Holy Land, and one of the four quarters of the walled Old City of Jerusalem has been called
the Armenian Quarter. From the fifth to the third millennia B. Additional info about armenian culture essay
The mean altitude of the Armenian plateau is 5, feet 1, meter above sea level. Following these demonstrations,
on 28 May , the seventeenth anniversary of the independence of Armenia was celebrated for the first time
since Soviet rule. The Armenian Apostolic Church has two catholicosate sees: The extensive irrigated lands in
the low, sunny Ararat Plain and cultivated stretches in the northeastern and southern river valleys yield
high-quality grapes and fruits. Both cultures are based on Holy Scripture and trace their heritage to the
beginning of civilization. Its bearers exhibit a strong sense of national identity that sometimes even clashes
with the modern concept of the nation-state. Only a last-ditch effort at the gates of Yerevan saved the
Armenians of the east in Russian Armenia from the fate of their western compatriots in Turkey. Arguably the
favorite food is khorovats an Armenian-styled barbecue. There are so many sights in this small and sunny
country that even a couple of months are not enough to see it. The overall objective of the project is to
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contribute to a reduction of gender-biased sex selection in Armenia. The vegetation includes drought-resisting
plants such as juniper, sloe, dog rose, and honeysuckle. They, as well as the Armenians of Iran and Russia
speak the Eastern dialect of the Armenian language. Christian culture and the invention of the Armenian
alphabet by Mesrop Mashtots. Located at the crossroads of Western Asia and Eastern Europe,[10] it is
bordered by Turkey to the west, Georgia to the north, the de facto independent Nagorno-Karabakh Republic
and Azerbaijan to the east, and Iran and the Azerbaijani exclave of Nakhchivan to the south. To the north and
east Armenia is bounded. It goes without saying that people united by national consciousness and culture try
to leave their lives reverently. During the 19th century, writer Mikael Nalbandian worked to create a new
Armenian literary identity. During the Soviet era, women were guaranteed their employment after a
prolonged, paid maternity leave. I kept trying to put my finger on the culture and a possible concise
description, but it felt a little like a cultural collision. In January , further Armenian massacres were reported in
Baku and Kirovabad. Click the Browse box to see a selection of books and journals by: The influence of his
father, who was also a singer, inspired Armen to start singing at the young age of seven. In the republic of
Armenia, following the policies put forth during the pre-Soviet and Soviet eras, the state has been supporting
the arts and humanities. Peaches are popular as well, as are grapes, figs, pomegranates, and melons. Armenia
has stressed free access to education. Invasions of Arctic air sometimes cause the temperature to drop sharply:
The imperial reign of Tigranes the Great is thus the span of time during which Armenia itself conquered areas
populated by other peoples. A new elite had emerged, however, based on the nomenclature or system that
prevailed during Soviet rule. Women and men both worked outside the home. During its later political
eclipses, Armenia depended on the church to preserve and protect its unique identity. However, the continuous
upheavals, which characterized the political scenes of Armenia, made the political power move to safer places.
Armenians are well-known for their hospitality and visitors will find a pleasant and friendly atmosphere
everywhere they go. Therefore, it eventually moved to Cilicia as the Holy See of Cilicia. The oldest extant
Armenian carpet from the region, referred to as Artsakh during the medieval era, is from the village of
Banants near Gandzak and dates to the early 13th century. Today, that branch has just one language â€”
Armenian. Soviet Armenia was the first Armenian documentary film. In the 19 th century the literature of
Armenia was developing under the influence of Russian and West European cultures. After two years, due to
the increasing pressure of, on the one hand, advancing Kemalist Turkish forces, and on the other, the
Bolsheviks, the small landlocked republic of Armenia was forced to sign treaties that led to the loss of its
territories and to its becoming a Soviet republic. This period of time, during which Armenian culture
flourished, is known as the Revival period Zartonki sherchan. The Revivalist authors of Constantinople and
Tiflis, almost identical to the Romanticists of Europe, were interested in encouraging Armenian nationalism.
Armenia was the first nation to adopt Christianity as a state religion, an event traditionally dated to AD The
Armenian national identity is essentially a cultural one. Tondrakians advocated the abolishment of the church,
denied the immortality of the soul, did not believe in an afterlife, supported property rights for peasants, and
equality between men and women The water level is highest when the snow melts in the spring and during the
autumn rains. The semidesert landscape, ascending to an elevation of 4, to 4, feet, consists of a slightly rolling
plain covered with scanty vegetation, mostly sagebrush. One of the oldest types of Armenian music is the
Armenian chant which is the most common kind of religious music in Armenia. The majority of the literary
arts were created by Moses of Khorene, in the 5th century. This Essay is Approved by Our. The Armenian
dance heritage has been one of the oldest, richest and most varied in the Near East. Other secular holidays
include: Armenia â€” the country of old legends and Biblical stories. As a result of considerable difference in
altitude along their length, some rivers have great hydroelectric potential. From the mid 16th century with the
Peace of Amasya, and decisively from the first half of the 17th century with the Treaty of Zuhab until the first
half of the 19th century,[42] Eastern Armenia was ruled by the successive Iranian Safavid, Afsharid and Qajar
empires, while Western Armenia remained under Ottoman rule. During the summer of , mass demonstrations
continued, followed by general strikes. The Caucasus region and Armenia in particular have been cited by
scholars as the place where rug and carpet weaving originated. In recent years, because of economic
difficulties, there has been a privatization trend. At the risk of sounding completely disjointed, I would like to
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share another thought about Armenia.
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armenian Caucasus and Armenia Armenia, officially the Republic of Armenia, is a landlocked, mountainous country in
the South Caucasus region of Eurasia located at the crossroads of Western Asia and Eastern Europe.

The Gevorgian Seminary His life took a radical turn in the fall of In September, the twelve-year-old
Soghomon was taken to Etchmiadzin by Kevork Vartabed Tertsagyan, the local Armenian bishop, who was
asked by the Holy See of Etchmiadzin to find an orphan boy with good singing voice to be enrolled in the
prestigious Gevorgian Seminary. On 1 October , Komitas was introduced to Catholicos Gevorg IV, who was
disappointed with his lack of knowledge of Armenian, but was so impressed with his singing talent that he
often asked Komitas to sing for visitors. After an unfortunate childhood, Komitas found "emotional and
intellectual stability" in the seminary. He gradually discovered a great passion for music and started writing
down songs sung by Armenian villagers near Etchmiadzin, who affectionately called him "Notaji Vardapet",
meaning "the note-taking priest". Tashjian for polyphonic choirs. Kara-Murza composed and organized
performances of European music for schoolchildren throughout Armenian-populated areas for educational
purposes. And although Komitas criticized his works as not authentically Armenian, Kara-Murza was the
person who taught Komitas the polyphonic choral structure around which he built his musical achievements. It
was disapproved by a reactionary and ultraconservative faction of the Etchmiadzin clergy, who harassed and
sarcastically referred to Komitas as "the love-singing priest". Rumors of alleged sexual misconduct were
spread, leading Komitas into experiencing an identity crisis. The six months Komitas spent with Yekmalyan
deepened his understanding of European harmonic principles and laid the groundwork for his further
education in European conservatories. As Komitas prepared for entrance exams, the wealthy Armenian oil
explorer Alexander Mantashev agreed to pay 1, rubles for his three-year tuition at the request of Catholicos
Mkrtich Khrimian. A group of Armenian friends helped him to find an apartment. He initially took private
lessons with Richard Schmidt for a few months. Afterwards, he was accepted into the prestigious Frederick
William University. Internationalen Musikgesellschaft , an active member of which became Komitas. He there
lectured on Armenian folk music and suggested that it dates back to pre-Christian, pagan times. His studies at
the university ended in July He assembled and trained a large polyphonic choir based on his acquired
knowledge. Until , he directed the Gevorgian Seminary choir. He thus took the scholarly task of transcribing
and preserving rural Armenian songs. Lyricist Manuk Abeghian helped him to compile the folk pieces. The
same collection was reprinted in , while in a further of 50 songs were published. In one passage Balakian
recounts how: The more we moved away from civilization, the more agitated were our souls and the more our
minds were racked with fear. We thought we saw bandits behind every boulder; the hammocks or cradles
hanging from every tree seemed like gallows ropes. The expert on Armenian songs, the peerless archimandrite
Father Komitas, who was in our carriage, seemed mentally unstable. He thought the trees were bandits on the
attack and continually hid his head under the hem of my overcoat, like a fearful partridge. He begged me to
say a blessing for him ["The Savior"] in the hope that it would calm him. Next year, his ashes were transferred
to Yerevan and buried in the Pantheon that was named after him.
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Music Based on the Armenian Genocide The Armenian genocide â€” reportedly took the lives of over 1.
Three overarching areas of Armenian music have been infused by the genocide: Komitas Vardapet and the
Armenian Genocide In terms of Armenian musical history, the genocide profoundly affected musicologist
Komitas Vardapet, who is regarded as the father of Armenian national music. Born Sogomon Soghomonian in
, Komitas, renaming himself after a seventh-century writer of hymns, studied music in Berlin and transcribed
Armenian folk songs during the reign of the Ottoman Empire. On orders from the Ottoman government, he
and other Armenian scholars were deported to the interior of the country. Komitas suffered a breakdown, and
from until his death he lived in a mental hospital in Paris. As a result, much of his groundbreaking work was
lost. Despite this the Arts Institute of the Armenian Academy of Sciences has published six volumes of his
musicological works. His Armenian Sacred and Folk Music includes eight original essays, and has provided
much of what is known about Armenian music in general. Songs as Oral History Historical validity is often
conferred by written texts or other visual means, that is, newspapers and photographs. Oral history can also be
an exceedingly important source of historical evidence and allow for truthful descriptions of general
conditions. The process is the transmission of such messages by word of mouth over time until the
disappearance of the message" Vansina, , p. In the s Svazlian began transcribing and recording the memoirs
and interviews of survivors of witnesses to the Armenian genocide. She characterized these songs as follows:
Created under the immediate impression of specific historical events on the western segment of the Armenian
people, these songs are saturated with historicity. Similar songs have been simultaneously created, in different
variants and modifications. Although the songs have been created in the Turkish language , they are, however,
of Armenian origin Svazlian , p. For example, the testimonies of Serpoohi Makarian b. Hey, cedars, cedars,
variegated cedars, The resin drips every time the sun strikes, Alas! Adana River is full of corpses and blood,
Behold! This song depicts the beginning of the genocide, "when young Turks feverishly prepared the total
extermination of the Armenian people waiting for a propitious occasion" Svazlian, , p. Later in the same work
Svazlian provides songs characterizing the experiences of those who were pressed to walk the "death road": In
the very name of faith, Svazlian reports that the following song recounts the torture inflicted on Armenians in
the town of Marash: Marash is called Marash, alas! Marash, how do they call you Marash? When they burn a
church in Marash, And they burn Armenians in the church. Preserving Armenian Identity in the Diaspora
Armenians have maintained much of their history through the ritual performance of their Christian faith
throughout the diaspora. The Armenian liturgy and its music comprise the Badarak Mass and the sharagan
hymns sung at the services, also called offices, and the sharagan sung for the sacraments. Sung in the classical
Armenian language of Graber, the music lends spiritual meaning to the text of the Soorp Badarak Divine
Liturgy or Holy Sacrifice. With the participants gathering for the liturgy, their performance becomes an active
expression of communal identity, evoking their worldview, which is a direct reflection of their religious belief
system as well as the event that brought many of them to the diasporaâ€”the Armenian genocide. If music is
then considered in ritual contexts, one can look at it not only as an integral part of the liturgical performance,
but also as a way of maintaining historical identity. If music is a sign of a people, then without a doubt
Armenian music may be regarded as a referential idiomâ€”embodying meaning that extends the purely
musical to that of memory, history, and identity. Armenian Sacred and Folk Music , tran. McCollum,
Jonathan, and Andy Nercessian A Comprehensive Bibliography and Discography. Essays on Armenian
Music. University of California Press. Oral Evidences of the Western Armenians. Jonathan McCollum Pick a
style below, and copy the text for your bibliography. Retrieved November 15, from Encyclopedia. Then, copy
and paste the text into your bibliography or works cited list. Because each style has its own formatting
nuances that evolve over time and not all information is available for every reference entry or article,
Encyclopedia.
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OCLC Number: Description: x, pages: music, portraits ; 23 cm: Contents: About this book --Translator's foreword
--Komitas Vardapet of Kutina: autobiography --Letter to Karapet Kostanian --Armenian peasant music --An overview of
Armenian folk music --The plowing song of Lori as sung in Vardablour village --Foreword in the "Program book for
Armenian folk concert" --Armenia's.

Get Full Essay Get access to this section to get all help you need with your essay and educational issues. It is
bordered by Turkey to the west, Georgia to the north, the de facto independent Nagorno-Karabakh Republic
and Azerbaijan to the east, and Iran and the Azerbaijani exclave of Nakhchivan to the south. Culture The
culture of Armenia is composed of elements that are based on the geography, literature, architecture, dance,
and music of the people. The culture resembles but at the same time is different from many of the bordering
countries like Russia, Georgia, and Iran, and even Mediterranean nations such as Greece and Cyprus.
Armenian culture has many influences from its Eastern neighbors and an underlying influence from Europe to
the West. Language The Armenian language dates to the period of Indo-European dispersion and
differentiation. Conquest and trade obligate the language to make some changes by adding new words into the
vocabulary of the people. Literature and books written in Armenia were created in the 4th century. The
frequent written language of that time called classical Armenian remained the Armenian literary language with
some changes until the 19th century. A lot of dialects came along when Armenian communities separate by
geography or politics reasons. Not all of these dialects are mutually understandable. In the business world
English is a popular language. Literature Literature began in Armenia around A. Most of the literary arts were
made by Moses of Khorene in the 5th century. As the years passed by the elements of literature have changed
but the stories and myths were passed on through generations. During the 19th century Mikael Nalbandian
created a new Armenian literary identity, his poem may have been the inspiration for the Armenian national
anthem. Dance The heritage of the Armenian dance has been one of the richest, oldest and more varied in the
near east. In the higher regions of Armenia there are paintings in rocks of scenes of country dancing,
obviously this dances were accompanied by specific kinds of songs and instruments. Music Music is one of
the most important parts of Armenian culture. In this years it brought new kinds of music but still maintaining
the traditional styles. Armenian Rock made his input in the rock culture. One type if music that is very popular
in Armenia is Jazz, especially during summer when live performances occur in many coffee shops and parks.
The most known Armenian instrument is the Duduk. Architecture of Armenia Armenian classical architecture
is divided into 4 periods. The first Armenian churches were built between the 4th and the 7th century, starting
when Armenia converted to Christianity and ending with the Arab invasion of Armenia. The first churches
were basically simple basilicas with some side apses. During the 5th century the cupola cone in the center had
become widely used. By the 7th century centrally-planned churches were built. By the time of the Arab
invasion, almost everything that we know as classical Armenian architecture had already formed. Cuisine The
cuisine of Armenia is very ancient as its history, a mixture of different tastes and aromas. Often the food has a
noticeable smell. Closely related to the eastern and Mediterranean cuisine, spices, vegetables, fish and fruits
mix to present unique dishes. Armenian cuisine has had cultural exchanges with neighboring countries
cuisines for example Persian, Greek, Russian, Turkish, and Arab. Armenian cognac is known worldwide and
also Armenia is famous for its wine and brandy. Armenian national fruit is the pomegranate that has a
symbolic association with fertility. Sports Many sports are played in Armenia like wrestling, weightlifting,
judo, chess and boxing but the most popular is football. Armenia is a landlocked country so watersports can
only be practiced on lakes. Armenia has been successful in chess, weightlifting and wrestling at the
international level, also is an active member of the international sports community with full membership in the
UEFA, FIB and IIHF. It is also the host of Pan-Armenian Games. Economy The score of the economic
freedom of Armenia is Its overall score has decreased by 0. Armenia is ranked 19th freest among the 43
countries in the Europe region, and its score puts it above the world and regional averages. Since the
dissolution of the Soviet Union, beginning on 23 September the official name of the nation has been the
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Republic of Armenia. Armenia is a unitary, multiparty, democratic nation-state with an ancient and historic
cultural heritage. The capital and largest city is Yerevan. The flag of Armenia consists of three equal
horizontal bands of red top , blue, and orange.
7: armenian Essays Sample & Examples
The Armenian Genocide Essays: Over , The Armenian Genocide Essays, The Armenian Genocide Term Papers. The
food was truly a festival in and of itself [citation needed ] There are also successful Armenians in football - Henrikh
Mkhitaryan, boxing - Arthur Abraham and Vic Darchinyan.

8: Music Based on the Armenian Genocide | www.enganchecubano.com
Best Answer: Very good essay BTW don't listen to idiots that say that the Armenian genocide did not happen. I may
make these changes, but it's your choice, you may also want to include the genocide in darfur to give it a present
context and what hitler siad abou the Armenians.

9: Caucasus and Armenia | Essay Example
His Armenian Sacred and Folk Music () includes eight original essays, and has provided much of what is known about
Armenian music in general. Songs as Oral History Historical validity is often conferred by written texts or other visual
means, that is, newspapers and photographs.
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